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Introduction

While research on multiagent systems (MAS) mostly develops from the DAI (Distributed Arti cial Intelligence)
eld, it also liberally draws from the results of a number
of different research areas from classical AI to robotics,
from distributed & mobile systems to programming languages. Resulting from this multifaceted sources of inspiration and knowledge, an essentially and widely incoherent
acceptation of the notion of agent has not precluded an impetuous development of MAS research and applications in
the last 15 years. As a weak notion, an agent is mainly to
be conceived as an abstraction encapsulating control, along
with a criterion (a goal, a task) to govern control in autonomy: so, an agent might either be mobile or not; it might
either be task-oriented or goal-oriented but it is always
autonomous. As a strong notion, an agent is a cognitive
entity capable of representing, understanding, and possibly
changing the world in which it lives, of rationally planning
its actions and deliberating, and of intelligently pursuing
its objectives.
Recognition that computational systems are mostly distributed systems pushed research on agent models and
technologies from a single agent to a multiagent setting.
This emphasised two of the main sources of inspiration for
contemporary MAS research: sociality of agents, and their
situatedness in a given environment. So, agents never live
alone instead, they coexist in MAS as complex and articulated organisations. And, agents of a MAS are not conceived, designed, built in the vacuum instead, their features, abilities and behaviourare strictly related to the environment where they live. Historically, MAS were initially
conceived as mostly homogeneous systems, made of cooperative agents; but the expressive power of agent-oriented
abstractions has soon promoted a more general vision of
MAS as open, heterogeneous systems, where also selfinterested, competitive agents could play a relevant role.
As agents are social entities, MAS research devotes
particular emphasis to those aspects that concern inter-
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action between agents in a MAS such as communication between agents, MAS coordination and cooperation and other social aspects such as trust [23], reputation, coalition formation, and the like. Activity on MAS
communication which has also produced the only meaningful standardisation effort in the MAS eld, FIPA [38]
focuses on agents as speaking entities, interacting with
other agents through speech acts. Activity on MAS coordination, cooperation, and the like, focuses more on the
global view of MAS as super-organisms with their own
structure, behaviour and goals which need to be suitably
related to the individual structure, behaviour and goals of
the agents composing MAS [22, 59].
As agents are situated entities, research concentrates on
MAS environment [72]: how to model and build it, and
how to model and regulate agent interaction within the environment. Environment representation (of both its status and dynamics) is then a twofold issue for the agent
that has to act on it, and for the engineer that has to construct it, by de ning its structure and behaviour. Models
for agent actions within a MAS, and abstractions to structure MAS environment and govern agent-environment interactions are today subject of paramount interest for MAS
research.
While agent research is quite pervasive, both in terms
of scienti c disciplines and in terms of world-wide geographic distribution, in the last ten years the European lead
has emerged quite clearly, in particular thanks to many EC
funded projects, from AgentCities to AgentLink [50]. In
these contexts, contributions from Italian researchers have
always be relevant, and have produced many advances and
results. The liveliness and the scienti c level of the Italian
community working on MAS is also witnessed by the activity of MAS-AIIA the AI*IA working group on Agents
and Multiagent Systems—which was founded by Cristiano
Castelfranchi several years ago (and led by the authors of
this paper in the last eight years), and counts some hundreds of participants from both Italian and European universities, research institutes and industries [30].
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2 Relation with other research areas
Today, results from AI and MAS research are no longer
so easily distinguishable. Agents and MAS have become
the introductory metaphors to most of the AI results, both
for researcher and for industry as exempli ed by one of
the most commonly used AI textbooks [66]. So, classic AI
results on planning, practical reasoning, knowledge representation, machine learning, and the like, have become the
most obvious and fruitful starting points for MAS research
and technologies. On the other hand, it is quite rare nowadays that new ndings or lines of research in AI might ignore the agent abstractions at all. Altogether, rather than a
mere sub eld of AI, agents and MAS could be seen as promoting a new paradigm, providing a new and original perspective about computational intelligence and intelligent
systems [76, 75].
Apart from this straightforward connection with AI, relationships between MAS and other research areas are
wide and numerous. Among the computational disciplines,
software engineering (SE) is likely to be mostly impacted
by contributions from the MAS eld. In fact, agent-based
abstractions induce different meta-models for computational systems, so have the potential to bring about new
ways to conceive and design software systems. Starting from the pioneering work on Gaia [74], a number
of different AOSE (agent-oriented software engineering)
methodologies have appeared [10] that promise to deeply
change the theory and practise of SE a signi cant deal of
which resulting from the work of Italian research groups
[31, 41, 57].
Agent-based systems are also characterised by the fading boundaries between human and software agents. In the
context of elds like CSCW [67] and WfMS [70, 16], for
instance, distinctions between arti cial and human participants to shared activities are mostly blurred. This paves the
way for contributions from many disciplines of human and
natural sciences to profoundly in uence MAS research.
Findings from economics [25], social and organisational
sciences [21], biology and ethology [60], among the many
others, have been drawn and quite liberally re-used in the
MAS eld. Also, it should be noted that this trend is not
going to be just a fashion phenomenon, since it appears
to be instead the result of the deep co-relation among the
many disciplines dealing with complex systems.
A novel point of convergence between MAS and complex systems is represented by research on emergence,
self-organisation, and self-* properties in general. In fact,
the demanding requirements of scenarios like ubiquitous
computing, dynamic supply chains and health care call
for a level of exibility, adaptability and robustness that
only MAS coordinated by self-organisation and emergence
mechanisms apparently feature [36]. As a result, MAS
are today the emerging computational paradigm for selforganising systems [15].
On the other hand, if today all science is computer sci-
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ence possibly holds for computational disciplines in general [46], this seems particularly true for MAS research
and technologies. In particular, a new deal of research is
proposing MAS as a natural paradigm for simulation of
complex systems of the most various sorts where agentbased models and technologies are used to reproduce the
laws, structure and behaviour of systems ranging from natural to arti cial, from biological to social ones. Apart from
agent-based simulation infrastructures like RePast [56],
many research efforts have been (successfully) devoted to
system simulation: MAS have then been used for simulating the behaviour of crowds [7], the dynamics of biological systems [20], social systems & organisations [29],
and many other sorts of complex systems. Also, it should
also be noticed that the new deal of scienti c events in the
MAS simulation eld has been promoted and organised by
researchers coming from the Italian AI community, like
Bandini, Petta & Vizzari [8], and Fortino, Cossentino &
Russo [39].

3

State of the art

Initial efforts in the eld of MAS focused on the development of intelligent agent architectures, and the early years
established several lasting styles of architecture. These
range from purely reactive agents, which operate in a simple stimulus-response fashion see, for example, the subsumption architecture [14] , to deliberative agents that
reason about their actions see, for example, the beliefdesire-intention (BDI) architecture [65]. Nowadays, BDI
works as a sort of reference architecture forbuilding agents
of a MAS; however, many researchers are working on
agent architectures to improve and extend the BDI model,
and also to de ne new models. In particular, one of the
main goals is to de ne agent architectures able both to
make the construction of MAS simpler, and to implement
ef cient MAS to be used in real-world settings [2, 6, 53].
One of the key components in a MAS is communication.
In fact, agents need to be able to communicate with users,
with system resources, and with each other if they are to
cooperate, collaborate, negotiate and so on. Therefore, a
number of researchers focused on communication components for MAS and, in particular, on the de nition of a
language for the communication between agents. Agent
Communication Languages (ACL) rely on speech act theory [69] and are based on a separation between the communicative acts and the content language. Currently the
most used and studied agent communication language is
the FIPA ACL [38], whose main features are the possibility of using different content languages and the management of conversations through prede ned interaction protocols. However, some researchers proved the limits of
this languages and are working on the improvement of this
language to provide alternative semantics, new ontological
supports, and also new content languages [37, 71, 5].
MAS infrastructures and development tools are an im-
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portant component that can affect the diffusion of the use
of agent technologies in the different application domains.
The work towards standards for agents interoperability
made from the middle of nineties by FIPA boosted the
study and development of such tools: now, as a result, a
large number of both open source and commercial agent
development environments and toolkits are available see,
for example, JADE [9] and JACK [73]. In particular, it is
here worth noting that JADE today the most used agentoriented platform worldwide is a remarkable product of
the activity of many Italian researchers. In the last years,
research mainly focused on enhancing the most widely
used development tools with new features, aimed at simplifying software development, as well as to extend their
use in other application domains. In particular, a number
of researchers are working in: (i) the development of tools
forbridging agent technologies with both Web services and
Semantic Web technologies [54], (ii) the de nition of agent
programming layer on the top of the most known peer-topeer middleware [12], and (iii) the introduction of the most
sophisticated security techniques in the MAS architectures
[64].
Infrastructures also play a key role in the area of MAS
coordination, while research on cooperation mostly deals
with individual agents sharing goals, and acting toward
their ful lment and often neglects infrastructural issues.
On the one hand, cooperation in MAS largely draws from
the results of elds like CSCW, CIS (cooperative information systems) and the work on cooperative information
agents, and mostly promotes a view over MAS where social behaviour result from the composition of individual
cooperative behaviours (and attitudes). On the other hand,
literature on MAS coordination freely reuses ndings from
a wide spectrum of research elds of many sorts, from DAI
to parallel & distributed computing, from robotics to mobile computing. While most of the work on agent coordination adopts the subjective viewpoint on coordination
where agents are the coordinating entities , a good deal
of the efforts in the last years concentrate on the objective
aspects where agents are the coordinated entities [68]. A
large number of contributions from Italian researchers insist exactly on the latter aspects [17, 28], and have also
produced several well-known coordination technologies,
ranging from eld-based [51] to tuple-based [55, 61] coordination infrastructures.
Among the wide spectrum of MAS technologies that are
today under study and development, agent-oriented programming languages are today at the core of many research
efforts. After some initial efforts devoted to the design of
agent programming languages embodying the agent abstraction at the language level, and focussing on individual
agent programming activity has then extended to cover
all the many aspects of MAS that require speci c language
technologies thus gearing research toward the de nition
of a whole range of new classes of programming languages
for MAS [33].
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Finally, the impact of agent-oriented approaches on the
engineering of complex computational systems is not limited to technologies, or methodologies. A important portion of AOSE research in the last years has in fact been
devoted to nd out suitable meta-models, which could allow researchers to build up a coherent conceptual framework, for the numerous, sparse and loosely-related results
on MAS technologies, infrastructures, methodologies and
tools [11].

4 Applications
MAS are being used in an increasingly wide variety of applications, ranging from comparatively small systems for
personal assistance to open, complex, mission-critical systems for industrial applications [44].
Industrial applications are very important for MAS because they represent the eld where the MAS techniques
were rst experimented, and where they rst showed their
huge potential. Today, MAS are used for a number of different industrial applications: in particular, they are employed in application scenarios like process control [45],
system diagnostics [1], manufacturing [62] and network
management [13], whose distributed nature easily falls
within the reach of MAS techniques.
One of the rst and most important application elds for
MAS is information management [35]. In particular, the
Internet has been described as an ideal domain for MAS,
given its distributed nature and the sheer volume of information available that make the use of agents of great interest forsearching and ltering the information [47]. Internet
has also pushed the use of MAS technologies in the elds
of commerce and business process management. In fact,
before the spreading of the Internet, commerce and business process management are almost entirely driven by human interactions; humans decide when to buy goods, how
much they are willing to pay, and so on. Today, electronic
commerce and automated business processes have increasingly assumed a pivotal role in many organisations because
they offers opportunities to signi cantly improve the way
in which the many entities involved in the business process
interact. In this scenario, MAS have been shown both to
be suitable for the modelling and the design of business
process management systems [19], and to be amenable to
work as key components for the automation of some or all
the steps of these processes [43].
The distributed nature of traf c and transport processes,
along with the strong independence among the entities involved in such processes, have made MAS a key tool for
the engineering of effective, real-world applications for
both traf c management and transport logistics [34]. Different applications have been already realised; in particular, one of them OASIS [49] can be considered as the
proof that MAS are the ideal means for building open,
complex, mission-critical systems. OASIS is in fact a sophisticated agent-based air-traf c control system based on
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the BDI agent model, which was used with success at the
Sydney airport in Australia.
Other interesting MAS applications can be found in the
health care domain [52]. There, in fact, MAS have already been proposed to deal with many different kinds of
problems such as patient scheduling and management, senior and community care, medical information access and
management, and decision support[26]. Also, the applications implemented till now already shown that MAS are
likely to be the right solution to build up medical decision support systems [42], and to improve the coordination
between the different professionals involved in the health
care processes [48].
The area of computers & law is another hot eld for
MAS [24]. There, on the one hand, MAS technologies
are becoming essential tools for the application and integration of traditional AI techniques (such as expert systems, automated deduction, deontic logic) within computational systems supporting techno-legal activities [27]. On
the other hand, the complexity of agent-based systems proposes novel issues to the analysis of the legislative framework, such as the possible law-abidingness of software
agents.
Italian research groups already gave, and are still giving, an important contribution to prove MAS methodologies and technologies as bene cial for many complex application scenarios. In fact, many systems could be mentioned in all the application domains where MAS are up to
now applied, where the contribution of Italian groups and
researchers is at least relevant. Even more, some of them
are today considered among the most relevant systems in
such application domains: for example, in traf c control
[32], information management [18, 40], health care [48, 3],
decision support systems [63] and bioinformatics [4].

5 Research perspectives and potential applications
At present, MAS are widely studied in both academic and
industry laboratories but they are not yet widely available in real-world applications. However, many studies
foresee an evolution of MAS technologies and the extension of their use to the large part of computing based applications [75]. For example, AgentLink researchers [50]
expect an evolution of MAS in four phases that moves
from systems designed by one design team for one corporate environment and based on agents sharing common
high-level goals in a single domain (phase 1), to systems
designed by the same team to cross corporate boundaries,
based on agents with fewer goals in common, that act in a
common domain interacting through standard agent communications languages, but by using non-standard interaction protocols (phase 2), to systems based on heterogeneous agents designed by different teams on the basis of
publicly-stated requirements and standards (phase 3), to,
nally, open systems spanning over multiple application
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domains, and involving heterogeneous agents developed
by diverse design teams (phase 4).
Therefore, one of the main goals of MAS research in the
next ten years will be oriented to realise truly scalable open
and distributed MAS. This will be possible only in case
some important advances will be also achieved in some
other research areas as, for instance, knowledge representation, machine learning, planning and reasoning. Another
important factor will likely be the integration with Web
technologies, which will promote the advent of MAS as a
fundamental means for both information management and
service composition applications. Also, the availability of
advanced tools for the development of agent-based software and the strengthening of agent interoperability standards will be one of the key features to encourage the adoption of MAS by an increasing number of software developers. Finally, the possibility of MAS techniques to keep on
working as well-founded integrators, and also as vehicles
toward real-world application scenarios, for the most advanced results from such a huge number of heterogeneous
research areas (from AI to Grid computing, from wireless
sensor networks to pervasive computing) will probably be
another key factor in establishing MAS as the fundamental
paradigm for the engineering of complex arti cial systems
[75].
Italian researchers in the MAS eld are already working along that direction. In particular, we can easily devise
out at least three different areas where their contributions
could result essential: i) the development of new AI techniques, allowing agents to act and deliberate intelligently
and effectively in real-world open environments, and their
integration in agent architectures and software technologies; ii) the integration of MAS with Web technologies
and service-oriented architectures, and iii) the realisation
of advanced methodologies and tools for the design, development, deployment, monitoring and maintenance of complex agent-based software systems.

6

Conclusion

Research on MAS has already a long history behind, but
also several stimulating perspectives for its future. While
MAS research is well-rooted in the AI tradition, it has developed along a number of different and heterogeneous
lines, often crossing the (often vague) boundaries of computational sciences and AI. Today, there is a lot of excitement about MAS technologies, and their prospective applications; and Italian researchers in the eld are expected
to keep on providing their precious contributions.
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